
Believing in the concept of walking before 

running, Alloy began reshelling Continuous 
Cookers years before we built our first cooker 
from scratch.  Reshelling provides the least 
investment approach to maintaining your process 
capability, avoiding the need for vessel removal, 
reinsulating and other expenses, which add up 
quickly. 
 

Experienced Field Crews: 

Alloy field crew foremen 

collectively bring more than twenty 
years experience to your project.  
Our list of reshelling customers 
reads like the “who’s who” of 
protein conversion and the number 
of repeat projects speaks for the 
quality of our products and 
workmanship. 
 

Reshelling Options: 

Alloy offers so many options 

when reshelling it is difficult to list 
them all.  The most popular 
options include:  Full Length Full 
Diameter, Full Length Half 
Diameter and replacement of carbon inner shells 
with Stainless Steel.  Alloy also stocks 1200 
through 1800 shells and can often provide an 
“Exchange Cooker” for those who need to 
minimize downtime.  
 

Non-Reshelling Options: 

In addition to reshelling, Alloy provides both wear 

plates, for those who have caught the wear while 
the shell still meets code minimum thickness 
requirements, and wear patches, for those who find 
concentrated wear areas which are below minimum 
code requirements. 

 Thicker Shell Materials 
 Shell Reinforcement Rings 
 Four Compartment Shell 

Knowing wear life is the number one concern, 

Alloy offers a series of innovations to add to shell 
life without adding disproportionate cost.   
 

To begin with, Alloy reshells with one and one quarter 

inch thick materials, at least one eighth inch thicker than 
used by OEM for original 
construction.  While one eighth 
inch may not seem significant 
consider current ASME code 
means a two compartment 1800 
style shell  has a minimum 
allowable thickness of 1.0127” for 
operation at 125 PSI.  As a result 
of the additional one eighth inch 
we have increased usable life by 
211%. 
 

Because material thickness can 

affect cook times, next Alloy 
looked beyond added material 
thickness.  Examining the ASME 
code, we applied the same 

technique used to extend batch cooker life and added 
Shell Reinforcement Rings, which add to useful life by 
permitting the inner shell to be worn thinner without any 
negative cooking impact. 
 

Still not satisfied with useful life, Alloy Design 

Engineers returned to the review of ASME code finding 
the Ultimate Solution was to split the shell into four 
compartments rather than the traditional two.  Since the 
distance between supports is cut in half the effect in 
minimum allowable thickness is very significant. 
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This 2600 series cooker was reshelled with 
1-1/4 inch thick ASME Pressure Vessel Steel. 
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Due to the differential expansion rates between Carbon and Stainless Steel, expansion joints are required to avoid adverse 
stresses.  The left most photo shows the expansion joint from the inside.  The center photo, insert photo and the right photo 
show external views of the expansion joint with increasing levels of detail.  Stainless reshelling can be accomplished in the field 
or at Alloy.  Due to downtime duration of adding expansion joints, customers generally prefer exchange cookers. 

Due to the extreme service environment this cooker 
will be subjected to, it was reshelled in Stainless 
Steel and wear liners were installed at the same time.  

When wear is isolated to sections of the 
shell, wear patches, as shown above, can be 
installed rather than complete reshelling. 

Alloy wear liners are available in 210 and 270 degree 
increments.  Wear liners are either 5/8 inch or 3/4 inch 
thick depending on product and vessel.  Above, wear 
liners are being moved into place prior to being welded.   

      INNER SHELL MINIMUM THICKNESS

Cooker Two Section Four Section

900 0.8177 0.7166

1200 0.8834 0.7697

1500 1.0041 0.8800

1800 1.0127 0.8857
Alloy offers an Ultra-sonic thickness testing service as well as 

rental of our Ultra-sonic thickness tester for customer use.  

Continuous Cooker Reshelling 


